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An estimate is made of the aircraft interior noise produced by high subsonic turbulent
wall pressures interacting with a fuselage skin step formed when adjacent, elastic panels
overlap. The panels are modelled as thin elastic plates bonded in the vicinity of the step,
and clamped along a line transverse to the mean flow direction. Sound is produced by
scattering of the turbulence induced flexural skin motions at the clamp line, and by
interaction of the turbulence pressure with the step. The skin step component is found to
be significant at high frequencies, above the convective resonance frequency of the panels
(at which the turbulence convection velocity equals the flexural wave speed). At typical
cruise Mach numbers, however, when boundary layer generated sound is believed to
dominate interior cabin noise, the critical frequency above which skin step noise is
important is of the order of 10 kHz, which is beyond the range of interest in practice. The
critical frequency is much lower at take-off and landing approach conditions, but the
turbulent boundary layer is then a relatively unimportant contributor to cabin noise.
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1. INTRODUCTION

High speed turbulent flow over an aircraft fuselage is responsible for a substantial
component of the interior noise [1–4], and is probably the most important source of cabin
noise for jet powered passenger aircraft in steady cruise. The principal mechanism of sound
generation in subsonic flight is the interaction of boundary layer pressures with structural
inhomogeneities, such as ring-stiffeners, stringers and windows, which produce sound
whose amplitude and frequency content typically vary widely with flight speed, even
though the boundary layer characteristics are believed to be only weakly dependent on flow
velocity, at least within the subsonic regime.

Several numerical schemes are being developed to predict the boundary layer generated
interior noise [5]. Graham [6, 7] has proposed a semi-analytical model that is applicable
to turbulent flow over an isolated fuselage panel, and which incorporates important
structural effects of interior trim. None of these methods explicitly includes the influence
of the exterior mean flow in calculating the noise. A simplified treatment that involves
mean flow was proposed by Howe and Shah [8], who considered the interaction of a
boundary layer with a nominally smooth elastic plate with periodically spaced
rib-stiffeners. An elementary model of ‘‘coincidence scattering’’, i.e., of sound generation
by the edge scattering of flow excited structural waves whose phase velocity exactly
matches the convection velocity of a flow inhomogeneity, was discussed in reference [9],
but no account was taken of mean flow. However, although there is currently no fully
satisfactory prediction scheme, the basic principles appear to be well understood.
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Most numerical prediction procedures take some account of lateral curvature of aircraft
panels (e.g., see references [5, 10]) and of interior panel trim, but there is no quantified
understanding of the influence on sound generation of the step-like discontinuities in the
outer skin that occur where adjacent fuselage panels overlap. This might be important
when the step height is comparable to the boundary layer displacement thickness, so that
the interaction between the turbulence and step is likely to be strong. Sound is generated
by the scattering of turbulence pressures by a step, but in addition, the boundary layer
wall pressures downstream of the step are also modified, and this will in turn affect the
production of sound by direct panel forcing (e.g., see references [11, 12]).

In this paper an analysis is performed to estimate the relative contribution from skin
steps to boundary layer interior noise. The method is a development of that used by Howe
and Shah [8] for a ribbed panel, which explicitly incorporates the influence of the finite
Mach number of the boundary layer. No account is taken in this calculation of the changes
in boundary layer structure caused by the step, which is therefore assumed to generate
sound by interaction with a pre-existing turbulent field that is swept over the step, as in
the analogous problem discussed in reference [13] for a step in a rigid wall. Such changes
are associated with separation induced at the step and will be important when the step
height is comparable to the boundary layer displacement thickness. From an acoustic point
of view separation tends to reduce the radiated sound relative to that predicted when the
unsteady motion is modelled according to the proposed inviscid scattering theory [14, 15],
because ‘‘noisy’’ potential flow singularities are smoothed-out. The principal conclusion
of this investigation is that, for typical aircraft structures and cruise Mach numbers, the
influence of skin steps on interior noise is small except at very high frequencies, which are
probably too high to be relevant in practice.

The analytical model is formulated in section 2, where the sound generated by the
interaction of the turbulent flow with a skin joint is expressed in terms of the unsteady,
boundary layer wall pressure and a suitable acoustic Green’s function that includes the
combined effects of structural compliance, the skin step and a rib stiffener at the panel
overlap. This is used (in sections 3, 4) to investigate the dependence on Mach number of
skin step noise relative to the noise generated by interaction of the boundary layer with
the clamp line of adjacent panels.

2. THE AERODYNAMIC SOUND PROBLEM

2.1. 

Consider high subsonic mean flow over the idealized skin step depicted schematically
in Figure 1(a), which consists of two skin sections, modelled as semi-infinite, thin elastic
overlapping plates which are clamped together along a nominally rigid, rectilinear rib or
stringer. The exterior fluid has mean density r1 and sound speed c1 with mean flow in the
x1 direction of the rectangular coordinate system (x1, x2, x3), as indicated in the figure. The
overlapping skin sections are in practice riveted along the clamp line, which is taken to
coincide with the x3-axis.

When the influence of the skin step on sound production is ignored, the skin thickness
h, say, is taken to be sufficiently small that both plates may be assumed to lie in the plane
x2 =0, where x2 q 0 in the exterior mean flow. This flow is assumed to be turbulent, and
the problem of calculating the sound produced by the interaction of the turbulence with
the plates in the neighborhood of the clamp line was considered in reference [8]. The basis
of this method will be briefly recalled, and the extension necessary to take account of the
skin step will then be described.
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The fluid in the ‘‘interior’’ domain x2 Q 0 has mean density and sound speed equal to
r0 and c0, respectively, and is in a mean state of rest. To determine the sound radiated
into this region, the configuration of Figure 1(a) is first taken in the simplified form
illustrated in Figure 1(b), where the skin step is ignored, and the adjacent skin sections
are regarded as smoothly clamped together along the x3 -axis (at O). If U denotes the mean
flow speed (in the x1 direction) in the exterior region outside the turbulent boundary layer,
where the Mach number M=U/c1 Q 1, the equations describing the production of
aerodynamic sound can be taken in the form

[(1/c2
o ) (12/1t2)−92] B=0, x2 Q 0, (1)

[(1/c2
1 ) (1/1t+U1/1x1)2 −92] B=Q(x, t), x2 q 0, (2)

where B=w+ 1
2v

2 is the total enthalpy, w being the fluid specific enthalpy, v the velocity,
and t denotes time [16]. The source term Q(x, t) is non-zero only within the boundary layer,
and includes all effects associated with the boundary layer mean shear flow and the
turbulence sources.

When the motion is isentropic, the acoustic pressure fluctuation p can be obtained from
the solution of equations (1) and (2) by means of the relation 1p/1t= rDB/Dt, where r

is the local mean density and D/Dt is the material derivative. In those regions where the
flow is irrotational, B0−1f/1t, where f(x, t) is the velocity potential of the unsteady
motion.

Deflections of the plates are assumed to be governed by the linearized thin plate equation

[D(12/1x2
1 + 12/1x2

3 )2 +m 12/1t2]z+[p]=0, (3)

Figure 1. (a) Schematic skin-step configuration. (b) Simplified model in absence of skin step.
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where z(x1, x3, t) is the flexural displacement in the x2 direction, D the plate bending
stiffness, m the mass per unit area, and

[p]= p(x1, +0, x3, t)− p(x1, −0, x3, t)

is the pressure loading. The displacement z and the pressure are also related by the
linearized kinematic relations

12z

1t2 =
−1
ro

1p
1x2

, x2 =−0; 0 1

1t
+U

1

1x1 1
2

z=
−1
r1

1p
1x2

; x2 =+0. (4)

Along the clamp line the displacement satisfies the clamped edge conditions

z=0,
1z

1x1
=0, x3 =0. (5)

2.2. ’        

Green’s function Go (x, y, t− t) for the coupled equations (1) and (2) is the solution with
outgoing wave behavior, which also satisfies the appropriate conditions on the plates and
so on the clamp line, when Q on the right of equation (2) is replaced by the point source
d(x− y)d(t− t) concentrated at y. When G is known the acoustic pressure in the interior
region (where B1 p/ro ) can be written

p(x, t)= ro g Go (x, y, t− t)Q(y, t) d3y dt, (6)

where the spatial integration is over the boundary layer source region and the time
integration is over −aQ tQa.

It will suffice for the present discussion to confine attention to the generation of sound
by boundary layer disturbances Q0Q(x1, x2, t) that are independent of the spanwise
co-ordinate x3. This is a special case of the fully three-dimensional analysis given in
reference [8], and is adequate for estimating the relative contribution to the sound from
the skin step. For an observer at x in the interior domain, and at large distances from the
clamp line, one then has (see reference [8] for details)

Go (x, y, t− t)1 zir1 /ro

2p(8p =x=)1/2 g
a

a

T(v, u)
zko 0e−iko (n1 y1 −N2 y2) +

N2

c1 (co /c1 −M sin u)

× s
3

n=0 g
3

−a

(v+Uk)an kn ei(ky1 +G+(k)y2) dk
G+ (k)L+ (k, v) 1 e−iv(t− t− =x=/co ) dv, =x=:a, (7)

where the integration contour in the k-plane is indented to pass respectively above and
below real poles and branch points of the integrand in kM 0; T(v, u) is the elastic plate,
plane wave transmisson coefficient

T(v, u)=
−2io(c1 /co ) (co /c1 −M sin u)

N2 6$0v

vc 1
2

sin4 u−1% v

vc
−io $ 1

cos u
+

r1 c2
1 /ro c2

0

N2 0co

c1
−M sin u1

2

%7
, (8)
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and the remaining new terms appearing in these formulae are defined as

n1=sin u, N2 =z(co /c1 −M sin u)2 − sin2 u, o= ro co /vc m, vc = c2
0 (m/D)1/2,

u being the angle shown in Figure 1(b) defining the observer direction,

g(k)= (k2
o − k2)1/2, G2 (k)= [(v/c1 2Mk)2 − k2]1/2, k0 =v/c0,

L2 (k, v)=Dk4 −mv2 − i[ro v2/g(k)+ r1 (v2Uk)2/G2 (k)], (9)

where branch cuts in the upper and lower halves of the complex k-plane are taken such
that g(k) and G2 (k) have positive imaginary parts on the real axis. Here, vc q 0 is the
coincidence frequency above which the in vacuo phase speed of flexural waves on the plate
exceeds the interior sound speed co. The coefficient o is a measure of the influence of fluid
loading on the motions of the plates. For an aluminum plate of thickness h in air,
o1 0·0022 and vc h/co 1 0·22. The four coefficients an are complex functions of the
frequency v, whose values depend on conditions at the junction of two plates, and satisfy
an (−v)= a*n (v), where the asterisk denotes complex conjugate. For the clamped
condition considered here [8],

a0 = (mv2/Ko )A0, a1 = (mv2/K2
o )A1, a2 =0, a3 =0, (10)

where K0 = (mv2/D)1/4 q 0 is the in vacuo wavenumber of bending waves of frequency v,
and the dimensionless coefficients A0, A1 are given by

A0 =
C2 + mn1 C1

C2
1 −C0 C2

, A1 =
−(C1 + mn1 C0)

C2
1 −C0 C2

, m=zv/vc , (11)

Cj =g
a

−a

lj dl

$l4 −1−
io
m 0 1

zm2 − l2
+

(ro c2
o /r1 c2

1 ) (co /c1 +Ml/m)2

z(mco /c1 +Ml)2 − l2 1%
. (12)

The path of integration along the real axis is indented to pass respectively above and below
poles and branch points of the integrand in lM 0.

2.3.    ’ 

In the presence of the skin step the representation (6) becomes

p(x, t)= ro g {Go (x, y, t− t)+Gs (x, y, t− t)}Q(y, t) d3y dt, (13)

where Gs is the correction to Green’s function (7) produced by the presence of the step.
To calculate Gs one first recalls that the reciprocal theorem [8, 17, 18] implies that the term
in the large brackets of the integrand of equation (7), regarded as a function of y, is
proportional to the velocity potential in y2 q 0 generated by a point source at the observer
location x when the mean flow in the exterior region is reversed in direction. This potential
must satisfy boundary conditions of the type (3–5) in the reverse flow problem. Thus, if
one assumes the step to be in the immediate neighborhood of the clamp line y3 =0 (as
in Figure 2), the presence of the step implies that the normal surface derivative
1G/1yn 0 1(Go +Gs )/1yn should vanish on the step profile in the reversed flow problem.
In the reciprocal problem the length scale of the unsteady fluid motion in the neighborhood
of the step when the step is ignored is of order 1/Ko E 1/ko . If Ko hE 1, i.e., if the structural
wavelength is large compared to the skin thickness, which is usually the case (and is
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Figure 2. Idealization of skin step and clamp line.

actually necessary to justify the use of the thin plate equation (3)), the velocity potential
of the unsteady motion in the neighborhood of the step relative to that of the plates is equal
to a sum of terms proportional respectively to n1 [y1 +f*(y)] and k[y1 +f*(y)], where
f*(y) is a solution of the homogeneous, time harmonic form of equation (2) when the mean
flow is reversed, which satisfies

1[y1 +f*(y)]/1yn =0 on the step profile. (14)

This is because, near the step, the exponentials in equation (7) can be expanded to first
order in y; the term y1 must then be augmented by f* in order to satisfy equation (14).
If the co-ordinate origin is taken at the foot of the step, then to first order in the step height
s (which is equal to plate thickness h for simple overlapping plates), the boundary condition
(14) becomes

1f*/1y2 =2sd(y1) on y2 =+0,

and the appropriate f* is accordingly found to be given by

f*(y)=
2s
2pi g

a

−a

ei(ky1 +G+(k)y2)

G+ (k)
dk, (15)

where the 2 sign is taken according as the step is forward or backward facing relative
to the mean flow. One then has

Gs (x, y, t− t)1 (r1 /ro )f*(y)

2pz8pi=x= g
a

−a

T(v, u)

zko 6ko n1 −
N2

c1 (co /c1 −M sin u)

× s
3

n=0 g
a

−a

(v+Uk)an kn+1 dk
G+ (k)L+ (k, v) 7 e−iv(t− t− =x=/co ) dv. (16)

The integral within the brace brackets converges only for nE 1; in particular it converges
for the clamped condition, for which a2 = a3 0 0. This is because when a2 $ 0 there is a
discontinuity in the slope of the two plates at the join, and there can then be no smooth
flow over the plates in the absence of the step (see reference [8]), as assumed in the
reciprocal problem.
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3. THE INTERIOR ACOUSTIC PRESSURE

3.1.    

It is convenient to express the interior radiation in terms of the boundary layer
wall pressure on the exterior skin that would be generated when the wall is regarded
as rigid. This is the blocked pressure, which can be calculated by solving equation
(2) subject to the boundary condition 1B/1x2 =0 on x2 =+0, and usng the relation
1p/1t1 r1 (1/1t+U1/1x1)B. If pb (k1, v) ei(k1 x1 −vt) is the component of the blocked
pressure of frequency v and wavenumber k1 in the streamwise direction, then it is readily
shown that

pb (k1, v)= [2pir1 (v−Uk1)/vG−(k1)] Q
 (k1, −G−(k1), v), (17)

where

Q
 (k1, k2, v)=
1

(2p)3 g g
a

−a

dx1 dt g
a

0

Q(x1, x2, t) e−i(k1 x1 + k2 x2 −vt) dx2. (18)

The dominant components of the blocked wall pressure occur in the vicinity of k1 =v/Uc

where Uc is a convection velocity approximately equal to 0·7U [19–22].

3.2.      

The acoustic pressure po (x, t), say, produced by the interaction of the boundary layer
pressure field with the clamp line is given by equation (6). The contribution from the first,
exponential term in the round brackets in the representation (7) of Go can be ignored, since
it does not correspond to the generation of sound at the clamp line, but to the transmission
through the wall of boundary layer pressure fluctuations that are already sound, exactly
as if the clamp were absent. Relations (17) and (18) can be used to express the contribution
from the second term in the round brackets of (7) in the form

po (x, t)1X p

2i =x=
N2

(c1 /co ) (co /c1 −M sin u)

× s
3

n=0 g
a

−a

T(v, u)zkoan (−k1)n

L− (k1, v)
pb (k1, v) e−iv(t− =x=/co ) dk1 dv. (19)

3.3.      

Similarly, the contribution ps (x, t) to the acoustic pressure from the step, given by the
term in Gs in equation (13) becomes

ps (x, t)13s
2p X p

2i=x= g g
a

−a

zko vT(v, u)
(v−Uk1) 6sin u−

N2

ko c1 (co /c1 −M sin u)

× s
3

n=0 g
a

−a

(v+Uk)an kn+1 dk
G+ (k)L+ (k, v) 7 pb (k1, v) e−iv(t− =x=/co ) dk1 dv, (20)

the upper/lower sign being taken respectively for forward and backward facing steps.
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3.4.  

Consider the sound generated by the interaction of the component pI 0 pb (k1, v) dk1 dv

of the blocked wall pressure with the clamp line and skin step. The relative efficiencies of
sound generation by these two mechanisms is determined by the relative magnitudes of
the ratios po (x, t)/pI and ps (x, t)/pI . Let one suppose that pI is characteristic of the
dominant wall pressure fluctuations, for which v/k1 =Uc . It then follows from equations
(19) and (20), using also results given in section 2, that

po

pI
1X ph

2i =x =

×
N2 T(v, u)m2M�4

c [A0 − mA1 /M�c ] e−iv(t− =x=/co )

Xvc h
co

c1

co 0co

c1
−M sin u1 6(m4 −M�4

c )m2 − oM�5
c $ 1

z1−M�2
c

+
(r1 /ro ) (1−M/Mc )2

z1− (M−Mc )2 %7
,

(21)

ps

pI
1 2X ph

2i=x=
(s/h)z(vc h/co )mT(v, u)

2p(M/Mc −1) $sin u−
N2 [A0 F0 +A1 F1]
co /c1 −M sin u % e−iv(t− =x=/co , (22)

where

Mc =Uc /c1, M�c =Uc /c0,

and

Fn =g
a

−a

(co /c1 +Ml/m)ln+1 dl

X0mco

c1
+Ml1

2

− l2 6l4 −1−
io
m $ 1

zm2 − l2
+

(r1 c2
1 /ro c2

o ) (co /c1 m+Ml)2

m2z(mco /c1)+Ml)2 − l2 %7
. (23)

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The curves in Figures 3–5 are plots of the calculated efficiency 20 log
(=p(x, t)/pI =/zh/=x=) (dB) of interior sound production by the clamp line and by the skin
step at three different mean flow Mach numbers M, and for the nominal radiation direction
u=45° (see Figure 1(b)). The calculations have been performed for aluminum plates in
air; for simplicity it is assumed that ro = r1, co = c1, for which the remaining
non-dimensional parameters describing the fluid-structure interaction have been assigned
the values o=0·0022, vc h/co =0·22, Mc =0·7M.

The peaks labeled ‘‘convective resonance’’ occur where the convection velocity
v/k1 =Uc of the blocked wall pressure component pb (k1, v) is the same as the phase speed
of bending waves in the plates of the same frequency and wavenumber, and occurs
approximately at v=M2

c vc . At frequencies exceeding the convective resonance frequency
the efficiency of sound generation by scattering at the clamp line decreases very rapidly.
At frequencies below resonance the overall level of the skin step generated sound is always
negligible. At higher frequencies, however, it becomes dominant because of the precipitous
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Figure 3. Efficiencies of sound generation by scattering from the clamp line and from the skin step; aluminum
skin, M=0·01, u=45°.

decrease in the efficiency of sound generation by clamp line scattering. The peaks in the
skin step sound evident in Figures 4 and 5 occur at sufficiently large frequencies that
v/vc =1/sin2 uq 1. This condition is satisfied by those structural waves generated at the
step whose phase velocity is just equal to the trace velocity of sound waves launched in
the observer direction u, and corresponds to the vanishing of the first term in the brace
brackets of the denominator of the definition (8) of the plane wave transmission coefficient
T(v, u).

The figures indicate that the skin step sound will be dominant at sufficiently high
frequency. To illustrate the orders of magnitude involved, Table 1 lists approximate values

Figure 4. Efficiencies of sound generation by scattering from the clamp line and from the skin step; aluminum
skin, M=0·4, u=45°.
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Figure 5. Efficiencies of sound generation by scattering from the clamp line and from the skin step; aluminum
skin, M=0·8, u=45°.

of critical frequency vs /2p0 fs Hz, say, above which skin step noise is dominant for the
three Mach numbers considered in Figures 3–5 when u=45°, and when the skin thickness
h=0·1 cm.

Thus, at M1 0·8, which is appropriate for cruise conditions at which boundary layer
generated interior noise is believed to be significant, it appears that the contribution from
skin steps will be unimportant at frequencies less, than, say, 10 kHz. According to Table 1,
the critical frequency decreases rapidly with decreasing flight speed, being as small as 2 kHz
when M=0·4. However, such flight speeds are characteristic of takeoff and landing, when
boundary layer generated noise within the cabin is negligible compared to that generated
by other sources. The critical frequency varies relatively little with radiation direction u.
This is evident from Figure 6, which depicts the variation of 20× log =po /ps = (dB) with
frequency for u=−45°, 0°, 45°.

5. CONCLUSION

Turbulent boundary layer generated noise is one of the dominant components of
passenger aircraft interior noise at high subsonic cruise conditions. This noise is produced
by the interaction of turbulent pressures with fuselage inhomogeneities, in particular with
skin panel junctions. In this paper an analysis has been made to estimate the likely
contribution from interaction of the turbulent flow with skin steps, where adjacent panels

T 1

Critical frequency when u=45°

Mach number vs /vc fs Hz

0·01 0·0008 10
0·4 0·17 2000
0·8 1 12000
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Figure 6. Ratio =po /ps =2 (in dB) of the sound generated respectively by scattering at the clamp line and skin
step for different radiation angles u; aluminum skin, M=0·8.

overlap. Sound and structural vibrations are excited by the interaction. In addition, the
step causes a localized, temporary change in the boundary layer turbulence characteristics.
This has been ignored, and the turbulence has been regarded as frozen during its interaction
with the step. Skin step noise is found to be significant only at high frequencies, beyond
the structural convective resonance frequency (at which the boundary layer eddy
convection velocity coincides with the phase speed of flexural waves in the skin); above
this frequency the efficiency of sound production by the scattering of turbulence pressures
at a clamped panel edge decreases precipitously. However, at cruise Mach numbers, where
boundary layer generated noise is important, the skin step noise is dominant only at
frequencies typically in excess of about 10 kHz, which is beyond the range of interest in
practice. At lower flight speeds, appropriate to take-off and landing approach conditions,
the skin step contribution is significant at lower frequencies, but in these circumstances
cabin interior noise is no longer controlled by the fuselage boundary layer.
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